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you'll make progress.'

Barack Obama

no vat s abcock

Colleg e to
Jonah Comstock
News Editor
Babcock Hall was built in 1935, and
in all that time it has not had a ground-u- p
renovation. As recently as last April

there were no immediate plans to renovate the building, despite numerous
recurring plumbing and electrical
problems.
"Now the Office of Residence Life
has announced that Babcock will
undergo a major renovation over the
course of the upcoming 2008
2009
school year.
"It's not a 'go in, gut Babcock, and
rebuild it,'" said Christie Bing Kracker,
Director of Residence Life. "It is a substantial renovation. I think it will
address all the issues we've had with

-

Babcock."

.

Kracker said that the money became
available and that the Financial
Advisory Committee chose Babcock's
renovation out of a number of suggested projects.
Right now the renovation is still in a
planning phase.
"We met with an engineering firm,"
"
said Kracker. "We gave them our big

wish list: electrical, plumbing, windows, finishes ... They will give us the
scope of what we can do with the
money we have."
In the meantime, Kracker and other
Residence Life personnel will meet
with Babcock students, starting with
representatives of the International
Program, to get their input on the
renovation.
In addition, when considering basic
repairs and rewiring the building
(which has had problems in the past
with insufficient outlets and brownouts), the renovation may address the
Babcock dining hall. Originally
Babcock had a dining hall for students.
Though the dining room is now used
for Babcock events and various meetings, there is also a downstairs kitchen
which is actually wasted space.
Kracker is open to the possibility of
turning that space into additional

'

rooms.
Babcock is where many international students stay over campus breaks,
so KrScker would like to see more

extensive kitchen facilities for use

dur- -

See "Babcock," page 2

Residence Life has made plans to majorly renovate Babcock Hall throughout the 2008-200- 9
academic year for the first time since its construction in 1 935 (Photo by Catie Davis).

Edmiston and team discover highly marketable new glass
type of highly absorptive glass.
There is still some mystery as to
Voice Staff
exactly how the, glass works, but it
Associate professor of chemistry
appears to be a remarkable substance.
Paul Edmiston has made a discovery
The glass swells as it absorbs other
that could have global implications for
materials from water, such as oil or
removing toxins from the environgasoline, and it does so at a very quick
ment. In the summer of 2004 Colleen. . pace., .After removing. Jhesubstance
Burkett '06 was working with
from the water, the material can be
Edmiston on his TNT sensor when she removed from the glass through evapcame to him and said, "Dr. E, you have
oration or heating, and then the glass
to see this."
.
can be reused.
While they were experimenting
However, it is the glass's hydrophowith new methods of making glass,
bic properties that truly make it
she noticed the unique properties of unique. The glass does not absorb
one type of glass. A chance accident
water, allowing it to remove toxins
had led them to happen upon the right
from water and then leave the water
conditions for the creation of a new
fresh and clean. There is currently no

Emily

tarr

other material that has the same properties as this newly discovered

For example, MTBE is a common
substance used in unleaded gasoline,
and it is also extremely soluble in
water and a common water contaminant. If this substance is leaked into a
city's water supply, the water supply
often becomes unusable. However, the
swellable glass is able to remove
MTBE from water, making it drink-

swellable glass.

There are numerous applications for
the swellable glass, especially in the

"I like

doing

a

lot of

things at once. I'm in
the right field."

able and usable again.

lab-simulat-

'

.

The swellable ' glass could also
current water
tems. Additionally, the
be used on dry land to
even outside the field of
replace

Paul Edmiston
.

field

Professor of Chemistry

of environmental

remediation. It
to clean contaminated
water, as it has a high affinity for organic contaminants.

can be used

Instead of placing a potentially
harmful solvent on a priceless painting, '
the dry swellable glass could be placed
on it instead, soaking up contaminants.
The glass has been thoroughly tested in
real world situations, ensuring careful measurements
and verifying that the water is indeed
clean after the glass is used. Simulated
sea and pond water are just a few of the
samples that have been tested, and the
test results show that the glass works.
Very little development and research
needs to be done before the swellable
glass can be widely used. In fact, the
technology has already been patented
tion.

filtration syssubstance can
clean spills or
environmental

remediation.
One of Edmiston's novel ideas is, to
use the swellable glass for art restora

.

ed,

See "Glass" page 2

Moot Court team aims high for national competition
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the most in
Wooster's Moot Court team faces
qualifying 12 teams
the nation
several challenges while preparing
at the regional tournaIn
for the national tournament.
ment hosted by theCollege Nov. .SO
and Dec. 1.
addition to a heightened level of
Drew Glassroth '08, competition, the team has only four
Jeffrey Kaatz '08 and Lauren
days of preparation, while some
Mogavero '08, as well as Kyle schools start as early as Jan. 2. "How
Braina"rd "08, Justin Chapman '08,
do you get game ready?" asked
Michael Doerr '08, Andrew Gross
Weaver, citing the intense, back-t'08, Maureen Hanlon '08 and Abigail
Kline '08 depart from campus. "I really
each
Thursday along with Katherine
a unique
year
McCarthy '0.9, Alexandra Schmitt
'09, Elysia Tonti '09, Claire Burgess
challenge. I have confi'10, Shane Legg '09, Ian Loughead
'09 and Sarah Palagyi '10.
dence we can achieve
in
will
all
teams
The
compete
objectives. I'm
three preliminary rounds Friday in a
round of 64. On Saturday, eliminareally nervous."
tion rounds draw the pool to 32, 16,
Lauren Mogavero '08
eight, four and finally two teams.
in
Moot Court
Historically, the College's Moot
Court team has placed very well at
nationals. The best performance by "back rounds of argumentation comthe College was last year, when petitors face in the grueling tournaJames Owens '07 and Michael
ment weekend. "I can't predict any
McMaster '07 took second place.
results... I always go worried."
Team members, however, are more
Previously, no Moot Court team
from Wooster had ever advanced
optimistic. "I really think each year
challenge,"
beyond the "Elite Eight" round. The presents a unique
team regularly advances into the Mogavero said. "I have confidence
rounds of 32 and 16 at the national ' we can achieve our objectives. I'm
not really nervous."
, level.. Weaver said, "Our goal is to
win a national title."
Glassroth echoed her sentiments:
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Maureen Hanlon '08 practices her speech for Moot Court,
as Mike Doerr '08 looks' on. Wooster qualified 12 Moot
Court teams for the national competition on Jan. 18 and 19,
more than any other school in the nation (Photo by Caitlin
Quinn).
Alexandra DeGrandChamp
Voice Staff
The College of Wooster's Moot
Court- team is gearing up for the
national tournament Jan. 18 and 19
-

not

our

at Drake University.
The team, led by Professor of
political science Mark Weaver, is
sending eight
teams, the
maximum allowed by one school to
this weekend's tournament, after
two-pers- on
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"I'm really confident for the team.
We made a strong showing at
regionals...and we're in a good position to repeat our performance from
last year. Hopefully, we can match or
improve upon the second place finish from Owens and McMaster."
Mogavero says one unique feature
Wooster's team brings to nationals is
"young talent." Half of this year's
national team, eight members, have
never been to the tournament before.
"We have a lot of new members
this year that really stepped up to try
to match last year's performance,"
said Glassroth.
He cited Wooster's preparation
with different attorneys for many
tournament scenarios as an advanand
Mogavero
credited
tage,
Weaver's Constitutional Law and
Appellate Advocacy course with
"adding strength to the program ...
we have a firm foundation from the
beginning of the semester."
This year's hypothetical case is
United States, Petitioner vs. William
DeNolf, Respondent, which addresses the Commerce Clause, the Second
Amendment and the constitutionality of the Gun Free School Zone Act.
Wooster's Moot Court team is
sponsored by ,the Pre-La- w
Advising
Program.
.
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editor Ted Irvin

discusses social constructs
at the breakfast table, and
life lessons from Cap'n
Crunch. See page 3.
Andrew Vogel ruminates on
the polarizing nature of
Hillary Clinton as a presidential hopeful. Read the
full editorial on page 3.

Confused about all the different deadlines for room selection? Molly Lehman provides
a guide for making the most
of room selection on page 4.

Arts

and

Entertainment

reviews Winter movies including "Juno," "Atonement; V.S.

and "One Missed
Call." See pages 5 and 6.

I

Love You"

Men's basketball went

undefeated overwinter
break, returning with a
streak under their
belts. See page 8.
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Wooster patents swelling glass technology

NATIONAL

but the right name just hasn't been

Glass

Romney wins primary
over McCain in Mich.

found

continued from p. I
by the College, and Edmiston hopes
that it will be licensed by a company in
the near future, in order to help to pro-

Presidential

hopeful
Mitt
Romney's win in the Mich, primary
on Tuesday night has made the race
for the" Republican nomination, a
wide-open
contest.
The first three contests have had
three separate winners: Huckabee in
Iowa, McCain in N.H and now
Romney in Mich.
Romney used his ties to Mich.
he lived the first 19 years of his life
to make a surprising win
there
over main rival John McCain, senator of Ariz.
The next primary will occur on
Saturday in S.C.

vide

additional

revenue

the

students
are currently
with the project, including
Laura Underwood '08 and Ginny
Many

involved

-

:

Underwood has been a part of the
project for several years now, following
in Burkett's footsteps, and Kincaid is
working with Edmiston on new ideas
for the future.
The glass is currently unnamed, as
its chemical description is quite a
mouthful. "Swelly Glass" and "Woo
Glass" were possible considerations,

Destroying CIA tapes
was an act of defiance

trying to come up with somesaid Edmiston. "If you
clever,"
thing
have any ideas, let me know. I'm open
to suggestions."

Although the swellable glass and the
chemical sensor are his main two projects, Edmiston is also involved in biochemical research with genetics.
Genes are augmented to express new
proteins and allow the researchers to
learn how different proteins work.
"This is one of the fun things I do,"'
said Edmiston. "I like doing a lot of
things at once. I'm in the right field."
Edmiston received his bachelor's
degree in chemistry from Pepperdine
University in 1993 and his Ph.D. from
the University of Arizona in 1997. He
has been a member of the Wooster faculty since 1999. '

Associate Professor of Chemistry Paul Edmiston works on a
project. Edmiston and his team discovered an absorptive
'glass while developing a TNT sensor (Photo courtesy OPI).

Bos studies IoWa caucus

Free travel mugs for students

Cassiel Archdeacon

A CIA official defied his superiors
when he commanded that interrogation videotapes be destroyed, according to Republican member of the
House
United
States
of
Representatives, representing Mich,
second District, Pete Hoekstra.
The tapes, which were made in
2002, depicted CIA officers intensely
interrogating two alleged
terrorists. Both individuals were
g,
known to have undergone
which implies the sensation of drowning.
the
White House
Though
approved waterboarding in 2002,
CIA Director Michael Hayden prohibited it in 2006.
al-Qa-

for

College.

Kincaid '10.

yet

- "I'm

Voice Staff
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Recently it has been hard to hide
from the discussion surrounding the
upcoming presidential election with
the occurrences of the Iowa caucus
and New Hampshire primary, and
the frontrunners for the Democratic
Party are Hillary Clinton, Jqhn
Edwards and Barack Obama.
The reason behind Clinton's and
Obania's popularity may not be their
unique roles filled as gender and
, racial minorities, but that is certainly
the most talked about aspect of each
of their campaigns.
Luckily for the Wooster community, Angela Bos, Political Science
Professor, conducted a study on the
Iowa caucus in relation to gender
and racial stereotypes in American
politics. Prior to this election, such
was focused only on a state level.
With Clinton and Obama in such
good standing, however, the race for
Bush's successor has triggered a revolutionary spotlight on gender and
racial minorities in the political
world, especially with such great
power in question. Bos's research

ida

water-boardin-

"

:

Taryn Higgins '09 holds her new Wooster travel mug.
Hospitality Services is now offering discounts on coffee drinks at Old Main Cafe, Java Hut and Mom's
.Truck Stop for students who bring specific travel mugs
that were given out this week in Lowry, Jn a move
intending to reduce the paper waste from disposable
coffee cups (Photo by Mark DeWine).

Photos of Abraham Lincoln's second presidential inauguration were
recently unearthed after being
misidentified for years.
Carol Johnson, a curator at the
Library of Congress, discovered that
these glass negatives were labeled
incorrectly.
The three glass negatives, which,
according to Johnson, "add to our
knowledge of ' this special event,"
show the crowd that gathered at the
U.S. Capitol in Washington on
March 4, 1865. One of the images
shows a line of hundreds of soldiers.
Lincoln shook hands with approxi
mately 6,000 bystanders, and this
was the first time
participated in the inaugural parade.
African-America-

Chandra Asar
News Editor.
The lecturers participating in
Great Decisions, an annual lecture

ns

A former congressman faces
charges regarding money laundering, conspiracy and obstruction of
justice, in connection with his association with an Islamic charity that
allegedly funneled money to an
Afghan warlord.
indictment against
The
Michigan Rep. Mark Deli Siljander
was released by the U.S. attorney's
office in Kansas City, Missouri.
"The Islamic American
Relief
Agency was considered a suspected
fundraiser for terrorists by the
Treasury Department in 2004.
According to his lawyer, Siljander
will not plead guilty and denies all
allegations.
nt

series' on timely foreign policies, will
focus on the theme of democracy
this year.
"We're always concerned about
being timely, focusing on ... primarily global policy decisions
policy
whether
concerns, policy issues
it's an election year or not," said John
Rudisill, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy, who explained that even
with the state primaries and presidential election occurring this year,
the lecturers will speak on a much
wider variety of topics regarding
democracy and global affairs.
The Great Decisions series was
started in 1981, sponsored by the
Foreign Policy Association in order
to educate a wide community about
global issues.
The committee, Rudisill explained,
is comprised of Wooster faculty and

students, as well as members from
the Wooster community." Every year,
they search for lecturers based on a
theme that reflects a relevant global
state of affairs.
The lecturers they found to speak
for this year fulfill this goal well.
"There's a real variety of background and variety of perspectives
that are represented on panel this
year," said Rudisill.
The Great Decisions lectures will
be every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.
at Gault Recital Hall in Scheide
Music Center from Jan. 22 to Feb. 26.
They will be free and open to the

Jan. 22.

The next lecturer is James Sterba,
Professor of Philosophy at the
University of Notre Dame. He will

look at "Our Basic Human Right is a
Right to Liberty, and It Leads to
Equality," on Jan. 29.
Sterba is Jorge
Following
Dominguez, Professor of Mexican
and Latin American politics and economics, and Vice Provost for
International Affairs at Harvard
University, who will speak on the
topic "Free Market and Free Politics
in Latin America, Past and Future, "
on Feb. 5.
public.
Next is David M. Lampton,
The first lecturer to present is Director of China studies at The
Judith Green, Associate Professor of Nixon Center and Professor of
and
Philosophy
of China Studies at Johns Hopkins
women's
studies at Fordham
University's School of Advanced
University. She will kick off the International Studies. Lampton will
series with her discussion "Waging explore "Where Does Democracy
Peace, Deepening Democracy: The
Fit in .China's Grand National
Transformative Potential of King's Strategy?" On Feb. 12.
Prophetic Philosophy in Twenty-Fir- st
The fifth lecturer, President and
Century Global Contexts," on Professor of Economics at Vassar
co-direc-

tor

Babcock

doubles connected by a bathroom.
It will house 72 people on four

Bush praises Egyptian
President Mubarak

continued from p. I

floors, be completely accessible and

ipg those times.
Kracker emphasized that the goal is
not to reinvent Babcock, merely to
update it and deal with disrepair.
The renovation will put Babcock
and its 8 beds out of commission for
one academic year, which could be a
concern, since living space at Wooster
is already approaching its limits. One
substantial offset to this is the introduction of approximately 72 beds in
the new Gault Manor, but it will still
be a challenge to house everyone.
"We have to maximize every bed,"
said KrScker, adding that program
houses especially will have to be at
capacity. The International Program,
meanwhile, will be housed at Andrews
for the year.
Gault Manor, meanwhile, is on
schedule to open its doors at the start
of the next school year. The new
building, which has been nearly three
years in the making from cbncept to
will contain luites of two
realjiatioii,

with the Americans with
Disabilities Act, and be completely
something which only
Luce Hall can boast at present.
Kracker hopes to arrange building
tours in February for students interested in living in Gault Manor next

President Bush ended his eight-da- y
trip through the Middle East by praising President Hosni Mubarak of
Egypt and recognizing the country for
its role in the
road
to peace.
Mubarak has been an autocratic
leader since 1981.
As Bush praised Mubarak, he avoided the fact that the Egyptian government has a history of arresting political dissidents.
an

Briefs compiled by
Justine McCullough

While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your
poicewuoster.tJu.

corrections

.

to

College Catharine Bond Hill, will
present "Democracy and Access to
Higher Education" on Feb. 19.,
The sixth and final lecture is
Charles Butterworth, Professor of
Government and Politics at the
University of Maryland. He will
speak
on
"Islamic
Political
Philosophy and its Significance
.
Today," on Feb. 26.
"All of these topics are very relevant to our thinking as voters, participating in a vibrant democracy in
the U.S., when we try to discern who
the best candidates are," explained
Rudisill. "I think our thinking about
these things should be very relevant
to the choices that we make when we
go to the polls."

"This

is a

program that's, put

together, deliberately with the intention of trying to provide something
for a diverse community ... We don't
think about trying to ... provide lectures specifically for ... community
members, or for faculty members,
but really for everyone."

Gault Manor to offset loss of Babcock rooms

WORLD

Israeli-Palestini-

focused on the caucus and what
effect its contextual difference from
the primaries had on how people rely
on gender racial stereotypes. '
According to Bos, primaries are
open to all registered voters and yet
are a very personal experience for
the voter, as he or she is required to
enter a solitary booth to make his or
her final electoral decision.
In the case of the caucus, on the
other hand, the voting pool' is supposed to be made up of an information-rich
demographic. It is much
more interactive and more welcoming to women and racial minorities.
The voter is expected to explain his
or her vote, and for this it becomes
much more difficult to rely on
stereotypes.
With the help of a hired online
called
survey research firm
Polymetrix, Bos was able to survey
millions of voters.
While her data has not yet been
compiled, the results will certainly
be noteworthy, since the subject matter is one that consciously or subcona collection of
sciously effects
young voters such as the students of
Wooster.

Great Decisions series explores foreign policy

Siljander accused of
finding warlord

42-cou-

,

,

Photos of Lincoln's
inauguration found

,

.

1

1

up-to-c-

ode

air-conditio-

ned

school year.

Additionally, a trustee has given
money to update the formal lounges of
Douglass, Compton and Andrews with
new furniture and lighting. Kracker
plans to meet with students to determine the course of that action as well.
Kracker said that she is optimistic
about the near future of housing at the
College, mentioning that President
Cornwell's dedication to residence life
bodes well for future improvements.
She encouraged students to
her
with any ideas thehave.
"If students tell me what they want,
then I'll work towards getting it," said
Kracker. "I think it's only going to be
getting better from here."
e-m-

ail

The peeling wallpaper is one obvious symptom of
Babcock's age and the need for next year's renovation
'"
(Photo by Catie Davis).
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Obama a better fit for Examining contemporary social
Democratic nomination constructs with Cap'n Crunch
Supposedly, the Democrats have
finally gotten their groove back. In the

early going, Democratic presidential
candidates have raised more money
than 'their Republican counterparts
and enjoyed higher voter turnout in
Iowa and New
Hampshire. Given
the recent, less-th-

an

awe-inspiri-

ng

Republican
field (which has
been almost as

andrewvogel

well-organiz-

as

ed

of Clinton. On the other hand.
nearly an equal number, 46 percent,
had an "unfavorable" impression. 33
percent had a "strongly" unfavorable
impression. To say that Clinton has
high negatives is the equivalent of
saying that Pamela Anderson has had
a little cosmetic work done.
Much has been made about disorganization within the Republican
Party. The three early races in Iowa,
New Hampshire and Michigan have
seen three different winners in Mike
Huckabee, John McCain and Mitt

ion

FEMA during Hurricane Katrina
response) this should be the year that
the Democrats finally take back the
White House. However, if the
Democrats really want to capitalize on
this momentum, there's only one candidate they can nominate
Senator
Barack Obama.
Four months ago, this was an
i
inevitable race. Senator Hillary
Clinton was all but a slam dunk. Then,
when Qbama pulled an upset victory
in Iowa, everyone figured that the
momentum he had gained would be
too much for Clinton to overcome in
New Hampshire five days later.
Obama was signed, sealed and delivered
figuring to win by double digits. Instead, Clinton pulled an upset of
her own, and the Democratic race is
now about as clear as the future of television show writers. Perhaps the only
certainty is heavy negative campaigning for the next month.
Clinton and Obama are two excepthat's two more
tional candidates
than the Democrats had in 2004.
Clinton has been lauded for her political strategy and experience. Obama
has been praised for his unifying message and a level of political charisma
that is astounding. Both have strong
bases, but more importantly, very passionate bases. Comparatively, the
Republican candidates have inspired
as much excitement as Dan Rather.
On policy, the two are similar, if
not almost identical. Both are opposed
though Obama
to the Iraq War
opposed it from the start, while
Clinton initially voted in support of it.
Both are against the Bush tax cuts,
instead favoring tax cuts for the middle class. Both are for increasing energy independence and providing universal healthcare. Looking strictly at
their respective policy positions, there
isn't much difference.
While on paper Clinton may have a
slightly longer rsum, it would be
absurd to think that on the day when
each would potentially sit down in the
Oval Office, Clinton's experience
would enable her to have all the kinks
worked out, while Obama would be so
clueless that he'd be lucky to make it
to his first national security meeting
;

on time1.

Clinton has numerous positives.
She is extremely popular within the
Democratic party. Within her base,
she has arguably the most passionate
supporters. However, the downside is
that her critics are just as passionate.
In an ABC News Poll, 52 percent of
those surveyed had a "favorable" opin- -

Romney, respectively.

Because none of the candidates
have all the qualities Republicans are
looking for, there's a great amount of
dissent arid bickering within the
Republican Party. However, nothing
would unite Republicans like the nomination of Hillary Clinton.
Right now, the negative campaign-- !
ing done by Republican candidates has
been targeted at each other. However,
once the primaries are over and a candidate is picked, all of that negative
energy will be turned around quickly.
It would easily be the most negative
campaign in American electoral histo
ry, it wouldn t matter who the
Republican nominee was. For all
intensive purposes, it could be Stephen
Colbert. Independent and conservative voters would show up en masse to
vote against her. The election strategy
would be simple: "Sling as much mud
at her as possible. If we're lucky,
maybe she'll cry again."
Much has been made about the
smear campaign that George W. Bush
ran against McCain in South Carolina
in 2000, when some of Bush's supporters claimed that McCain had
fathered a black child out of wedlock.
If Clinton wins the Democratic nomi
nation, the Republicans will make
Bush's South Carolina tactics look like
a Hallmark greeting card.
Obama is extremely popular with
many independents and conservatives,
which is interesting given that
Obama's and Clinton's policies are so
similar. However, this election is all
and Obama's image as
about image
a unifier and his message of how to
achieve this would resonate with
many moderates and independents.
The Republicans don't want to face
Obama because there's very little
room where they can attack him. As
much as Republicans dislike Clinton,
they would like nothing better than to
see her as their opposition. Suddenly,
the Republicans would have their own
message of unity and hope. It'd be
called "Dump Hillary."
It's too bad, because in the end,
Clinton's experience, political savvy
and moxie would make her a very
strong president. She'd certainly be an
upgrade, given what the country has
grown accustomed to. Unfortunately,
there arc too many people who would
give an arm and a leg to ensure another Clinton won't become president.
Andrew is a Sports editor for the Voice.
He can be reached for comment at
Al'ogel owooster.edu.
1

The Voice welcomes letters to the editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to 3 87, The Wooster Voice, College
of Wrvicfpr Wnnctor OH 4.4.01
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There's a reason why breakfast is
considered the most important meal
of the day in this country. Every
morning, children go into the kitchen,,
plop down at the table and pour themselves a bowl of breakfast cereal,
maybe get some
toast anda quick
glass of orange

added validity to the kind of stereotyping our culture has been trying to
the international distribution of steer away from for years. Like it or
breakfast cereal and for his ability to not, however, this sort of attitude has
dutifully enforce the doctrine entrus't-e- d become a fixture in our culture, which
to his station; namely providing a is quite possibly one of the main reanutritious, delicious cereal and ensursons why it is proving so difficult to
ing that his charges enjoy Cap'n distance ourselves from this kind of
Crunch thoroughly. The Cap'n is repmindset. But it is certainly as magiresentative of a higher authority, and cally delicious as Lucky claims it to be.
because of this, I've always considered
Apart from being "grrrrrreat,"
a
what
father
substitute.
him sort of
can be said about Tony the
whole
It isn't only the Cap'n. As
Tiger? This benevolent jungle cat has
host of cereal icons exhibit many become a paradigm of strength and
traits that define our cultural experistyle, appearing on cereal boxes and in
ence, albeit within the confines of television ads wearing a suave red
ascot, all while pro- v'd'ng useful infor
iC0nS
mation about the
expe- prod uct he pro
motes. I his is a
., i
.
c
,i
iiiaitiger who exemplifies
purity ..- and
power within the
breakfast world, and
the traits Tony dis-p'ay help promote
ill a
the traits that our
society values.
Breakfast is
marketing gimmicks. Tell me the Trix wonderful time, and a great opportunity to get acquainted with American
Rabbit isn't a niiijor depressive,
searching for acceptance in a world values through daily interaction with
that quite simply cannot tolerate the lovable promotional figures
appearing on the boxes of breakfast
another "silly rabbit." Familiarize
cereals worldwide. Individuals can
to
and
ads
with
it's
easy
Trix
yourself
he's
discrimination
the
put exist as individuals in our society, but
see
when our collective culture promotes
through.
diffipeople and concepts to the point
With that understanding, it's
between
where they become cultural icons,
cult to ignore the parallels
the plight of this poor creature and these icons get dissected and their
our own societal insecurities. I want traits are imprinted on our cultural
memory.
nothing more than to see his yearning
fulfilled; I'm a huge proponent of silly
The good Cap'n, the poor rabbit,
rabbits.
Lucky and Tony all display aspects of
And how about racial stereotypes? .our social identity, glorified by marketing and our own willingness to creWhere does Lucky fit into the picture? This charm-hawkileprechaun ate cultural icons.
has inadvertently perpetuated the catTed is the Viewpoints editor for the
egorization of ethnicity through dicVoice, lie can be reached for comment at
tion, dress and demeanor. Inadvertent
or not, Lucky is no innocent: he has Tlrvin 1 1 ivoo$ter.edtt.

community. It is easy to respect the
Cap'n for his unwavering service to

juice. But in addi-

tion to the essential vitamins and
minerals provided
tedirvin
by this "balanced
breakfast,1
children also receive a
healthy portion of American values.
"
It's high time that
these crusaders of
"A

.

whole host of cereal
exhibit
rnr natirm'c nrinri- pies and cultural many traits that define our cultural
teachings emerge
n
r
in the public con ncnic, cuucil wiiiuu uic
uiiiiiica ui
Trix Rabbit
tenta" Relmg gimmiM
tives that they are.
isn't a major depressive, searching for
right.
That's
Where, "precisely, acceptance
world that quite simply
J
!!
out the stable force cannot tolerate another 'silly rabbit.'"
'

1

1

is the good
Cap'n Crunch? And what sort of compassion would we have without exercising our sympathy for the Trix
Rabbit? What can marshmallow-chasin- g
leprechauns tell us about our-

that

selves?
As products of this society, our
youth has been bombarded by embod-

iments of certain traits meant to
establish a basic, collective understanding of social values. In many
ways, we define ourselves through
product marketing, establishing identities by associating our similarities
with pop culture icons. It is with this
understanding of these associations
that the marketing industry in the
United States pitches characters that
appeal to our separate identities.
Take Cap'n Crunch for example; he
is the embodiment of authority, duty
and honor within the entire cereal

-
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Our View

Recent meal plan accommodations
Over the last semester, the Voice ran
many viewpoints expressing displeasure with hospitality services. The
main complaints consisted of the
inflexibility of our meal plan swipes
unused swipes do not carry over
on a weekly basis and they cannot be
used at Mom's Truckstop or Old Main
and the lack of a late night
Cafe
food offering at Lowry.
It is important to highlight the fact
that hospitality services has taken
steps to offer students more of what
they want and they are listening to
our complaints.
This started last semester with the
which
offering of Lowry take-out- s,
gives students the option to get their
food in a "to go" container and enjoy a
meal at their dorm without having to
order a pizza.
Hospitality services continues to
show openness to student comments
and suggestions with the unveiling of
a series of changes in student dining
for the spring 2008 semester.
These changes are highlighted by a
new "Late Night" menu offered by
Mom's Truck Stop, extending its
hours until 3 a.m. every day. Mom's
will' serve its'remilar rnena from 10
--

a.m. until 8 p.m. on weekdays (12 p.m.
till 8 p.m. on weekends) and offer a
special "Late Night" menu from 8 p.m.
until 3 a.m. every night.
This allows students who study late
into the night a chance to take a study
break and enjoy a late night meal

without having to drive down to Taco
Bell.

Offerings on this "Late Night" menu
include: a Hot Breakfast, a Mexican
Specialty or a Sandwich and Fries.
Mom's will also begin serving dine- in meals on reusable china and coffee
cups from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. to
reduce the waste by an estimated M)0
pieces of trash per week.
The second big change

is

Wooster's

new reusable mug program. Front
Tuesday through Wednesday (Jan. 6)
from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m., students
with valid IDs were able to pick up
15-1-

their free Wooster mug in the main
lobby of Lowry. Any time a student
presents this mug at Java Hut, Mom's
Truckstop or Old Main Cafe it will be
exchanged with a clean one with a discounted refill.
Another big change is Kittredge
offering a continental breakfast every
weekday frcMTi 7 a nic iintil 10 a mi
--

Students can use one of their meal
swipes and help themselves to a variety of cereals, fruits, breads, spreads
and beverages every morning.
The Kittredge breakfast is
and based completely on the
honor system; students are encouraged to swipe themselves in and those
without meal plans are not to enter.
Other major changes include the
use of biodegradable trashcan liners
and offering fresh Angus burger patties at the Low ry Grille for lunch and
dinner.
While Mom's and Old Main still do
not allow the use of meal swipes to
the student body and Lowry's main
dining hall still closes at 8 p.m., it is
important to note the changes the
hospitality services have made for the
semester.
It shows that the administration is
willing to listen to our suggestions
and enact policies to accommodate
these concerns.
While there are still flaws with the
meal plan system, hospitality services
is clearly showing that they are more
than willing to take steps to make this
school a more convenient and flexible
nlace for students to be. '
self-serv- ed
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Bhutto slaying and suicide attacks, put Pakistan in peril
Aneeb Sharif
Oi. rt
Voice Staff
I

Well, Pakistan could not be in
more trouble. It pains me to see my
country fall apart. The last year has
been disastrous for Pakistan as there
have been more than 100 suicide
attacks and the army has been fighting militants
rather unsuccessfully
throughout the country from
the northern mountainous terrain to
the capital, Islamabad. There is an
acute shortage of basic amenities,
such as electricity, natural gas, and
wheat. The judiciary, courtesy of Mr.
Musharraf, is a mess. To top everything off, Benazir Bhutto, the two-tiformer Prime Minister and
opposition leader was assassinated
on Dec. 27, 2007.
Until the beginning of 2007, the
country of Pakistan was at least livable. Its economy was booming, the
security situation was satisfactory,
and Pakistanis were rejoicing at the
fact that Pakistan was finally moving
towards a stabk and somewhat
promising future.
Then what went wrong? Why, in a
year's time, were all the hopes and
me

dreams crushed and we are back in
.i
.
.
r
t
Let
the
age ofr uncertainty andI fear?
this
question.
me try to answer
Bhutto's assassination is not an
isolated event. Something bigger is
happening. It is a culmination of a
very well organized effort and plan
to disintegrate and destabilize
Pakistan.. Who is doing all this is a
big question.
You will hear many answers like
Pakistani intelligence and
the army itself. Some would even say
it is the United States. Well, I do not
know who is behind all this but I do
know this much: all of these elements are responsible for the current
situation.
The United States has always
backed the wrong horse in Pakistan.
They got it wrong when they supAl-Qae-

da,

ported the harsh dictatorship of
during the
General
1980s because he was fighting
America's war in Afghanistan
against the Soviet Union. The result
of that was the emergence of radical
also
Islamic fundamentalism
Zia-ul-H- aq

known as the Kalashnikov culture
and extremism.
Once the Soviets were defeated, the

Americans ditched Pakistan and we
.1 .1
i iv
the r..il
with
fully armedI and
were left
trained militants to deal with. Now,
the entire world is paying the price of
creating the 'Frankenstein monster'
known as
The United States has again got it
wrong with Musharraf. The current
situation Speaks volumes, in order to
save and extend his rule, Musharraf
has left no stone unturned.
From sacking the Chief Justice of
unthinkable
the Supreme. Court
to scrapin a democratic society
ping the constitution, he has done
every unimaginable thing possible.
Sadly, the United States still supports him because need necessitates a
realist world and 'realpolitick' is the
.
norm.
I am not writing to put all the
blame on the United States for whatever is happening in Pakistan. Our
politicians and army are to be held
equally responsible. Our problem is
that our leaders have rarely been
cere to Pakistan. Power,
and wealth have driven
Pakistani politicians.
The late Bhutto herself .was also
from this league of leaders. Contrary
1

Al-Qae-

da.

--

self-glorificat-

ion

to what the Western media ppr- -- t
the probl
trayed,I she was a- part of
lem, not the solution. Her last two
administrations were dogged by corruption and ineptness. If the politicians did not loot the country
enough, our 'ever-williarmy
always stepped in to bridge the gap.
The result of all this was the
inevitable strengthening of funda-mentalists and extremists who took
advantage of the inefficient and
unbothered attitude of our governments. Some governments even supported them.
,
The Taliban was being created by
the Pakistani intelligence agencies
while people like Bhutto and Nawaz
Sharif were the Prime Ministers. So
when leaders like Bhutto said, "We
will root out the Taliban," it did not
go down well with the extremists
because leaders like her were the
ones that once supported them.
To the Taliban, this qualified as
betrayal by Bhutto. They wanted
revenge and Id and behold, they did
take it.
Bhutto succumbed to the skeletons
of her own old policies. Had she not
helped with the creation of this
A

.

.

ng

r

Pakistai
monster,'. Pakistan
monster.
1nn,
1J Ihave Ubeen a- better place.
would
Nonetheless, her assassination is a
tragic loss.
I never agreed with her politics
and policies because they were
always focused towards grabbing
power, but she was Pakistan's only
national leader. Pakistan may not
have realized how much it would
miss her until now that she is gone.
So how do we save Pakistan from
disintegrating and possibly becoming a thing of the past? Well the
west for its part has to insist to
Pakistani generals that enough is
' enough.
Just by paying lip service to the
cause of democracy (or the people's
power) is not sufficient. Pakistan
needs to be returned to its rightful
owners: the people.
The politicians on the other hand
should learn from this saddening
loss of Bhutto and try to gain back
the confidence of people by working
for them and not for themselves.
That is Pakistan's only hope, and if
the current system continues, I must
make with a heavy heart a prediction
v
of pessimism.

''Frankenstein
'Frankenstein
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The overwhelmed student's guide to avoid housing nightmare
cy room, you may apply for a Medical

Accommodation. Applications for
both are due Jan. 18.
Exemption: If you
are living
you must apply
for
exemption. This application is limited to students living at
home locally, students with certain
medical needs and
students with families. If you are studying abroad next semester, you do
NOT need to apply for this exemption.
Applications are due Jan. 18.
Off-Camp- us

off-camp-

off-camp-

us,

us

non-traditio-

nal

Residential Senior Experience:
This option is open only to students
who will be seniors in Fall 2008.
Interested students may apply in
blocks of eight for
rooms in a residence hall designated
for the RSE program. Students are
expected to organize and participate in
activities that reflect the interests of
their group. Applications are due for
this option on Jan. 18.
International Program: This proal
experigram provides a
ence for students interested in travel
and expanding global understanding.
Students who have studied abroad,
international studies or cultural area
studies majors, international students
and others who would like to explore
the diversity of Wooster students are
encouraged to apply. Next year's
International Program will be housed
in Andrews Hall as Babcock Hall
undergoes renovations. Applications
are due Jan. SO.
Luce Language Program Suites:
Students actively interested in one of.
five foreign languages
French,
German, Russian, Spanish or Chinese
may apply to live in Luce Hall as"
part of the corresponding Foreign
Language Suite. Participants are)
single-occupan-

cy

i

cross-cultur-

--

-

ii

Holden Hall, a popular dorm for single and general upperclass room selection (Photo courtesy OPI).
Molly Lehman
Voice Staff
The return to school following winter break is traditionally a chaotic
time. Flurries of syllabi to read, stacks
of books to buy, parking permits to

negotiate and computer downloads to
wrestle with, much more stuff to
unpack than you remember and
friends to reconnect with
as well as
a
party or two to
make the first few days espe- attend
start-of-the-semes-

ter

cially busy.
Now students have one more thing
to add to their lists: housing arrangements to make for next year.
Fortunately, residence life has made
a change this year to accommodate
busy students and also alleviate some
housing headaches. The process of
choosing a housing option has been
extended, permitting the deadlines for
the programs to be more staggered.
With this alteration, students who are
denied enrollment in one housing program will still have the opportunity to

apply for others.
So what program is right for you?

This brief guide to College housing
as well as deadline information for
the various programs
should help
streamline your decision in the hectic
weeks to come.
ADAMedical Single Housing: If
you have a disability that necessitates
certain housing requirements, you
may apply for the ADA accommodation. In addition, if you have medical
needs which require certain housing
stipulations, such as a single-occupan

-

expected to communicate with other
program members in that language.
They are also expected to be involved
in the planning of language events
including open houses, film screenings
and meals. Faculty members in the
language departments are available to
answer questions. Applications are due
Jan. SO.
Classics Suite: Students interested
in studying the cultural and social
achievements of ancient Greece and
Rome may apply for the Classics Suite
in Luce Hall. Participants will be
required .to take part on Classics
events and activities. Applications are
due Jan. SO.
CharterProgram Houses: Many
program houses are available for students who share a common interest. If
you are interested in starting a new
program house, applications are due
Feb. 13. Existing program houses
require various applications dependcharter houses
ing on the program
such as Dene, Women of Images, and
Men of Harambee, WVN programs
such as C.A.R.D.E.D. or the Gallows,
and independent program houses each
require a different application. All
applications are due Feb. IS.

Greek Housing:

College-recogniz- ed

Greek organizations will be
assigned a floor in Bissman Hall for its
members. Group applications are due
March 5.
' Single Room DrawGeneral
Room Draw: Students who are not
participating in special housing will
acquire housing through room draw.
Seniors will have the opportunity to
receive
rooms on
Jan. 24. All other students will receive
their rooms during General Room
Draw, held April
single-occupan-

cy
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The Indian caste system: plight of the enduring people
Rashmi Ekka
Voice Staff
The term "indigenous

people,"
"first nations" and "tribals" mean
nothing to most people in the world.
There is no universal definition for
these terms but they loosely refer to
the ethnic people who have historically been the first to inhabit a geographical region.
About six percent of the world's
population (300-35- 0
million) is recognized as indigenous. India has one
of the largest populations of indigenous people. The Indian caste system
consists of four main castes
Brahmin (priests), Kshatriya (warriors), Vaishya (merchants) and
Shudra (menial laborers). Tribals
(common Indian way of referring to
indigenous
people) and Dalits
('Untouchables') are not part of the
caste system but hierarchically tribals are considered the lowest. Their
position in society also reflects their
economic situation. Tribals are historically the most discriminated
against, the most oppressed and the
most expropriated people of India..
The Indian Government has designated some 67 million or eight percent of India's population as
'Scheduled Tribes' (STs)
generally referred to as Adivasis ('original
inhabitants' in Sanskrit). The Indian
Constitution allows for tribes to be

given the scheduled tribes status
after consultation with the governor
of the state.
The criterion followed for specification of a community, as scheduled
tribes are indications of "primitive
traits, distinctive culture, geographical isolation, shyness and economic
backwardness."
This criterion is not spelled out in
the constitution but has become well
established. Scheduling of tribes is
meant to be a legal process, which
facilitates the administration of specific constitutional privileges, protection and benefits to tribes, which are
considered historically disadvantaged and 'backward.' However this
process has not occurred in an appropriate manner and there are several
examples wherein a particular group
is scheduled in one state and omitted
in another.
I bring up this issue in light of a
recent incident, which has not
received sufficient attention in the
western media. On Nov. 24 in the
State of Assam, tribal immigrants
from Jharkhand, who have been
working in the tea estates of Assam
for decades, organized themselves to
pressurize the Assamese state government for' the inclusion of
Santhals into the list of scheduled
tribes.
Santhals have ST status in four
other states but are not recognized in

Assam. Around 10,000 tribals took
out a peaceful protest in the streets
of Guwahati to demand scheduled
tribe status, however the protest did
not go as planned. Violence ensued:
vehicles were destroyed and the local
residents of Guwahati started
attacking the protesters.
A violent battle was fought on the
streets and many tribals were killed
(estimated at 20) and about 250 others were injured. Several barbaric
acts of violence took place. Many
women were stripped and molested
by the residents of Guwahati. Three
men have been arrested who were
seen stripping, molesting and
assaulting one tribal woman. These
incidents happened in broad daylight
but several people just looked on,
many clicking away and taking
videos of the terrible acts on their
cell phones.
I feel extremely heartbroken to see
the inhumane crimes perpetrated
against my people: This incident has
also once again raised several pertinent issues in the minds of the
Indian public as well as other people
around the world. Apart from condemning the barbaric acts though,
what is often overlooked is that the
crimes were as barbaric as they were
because the perpetrators are very
powerful politically, socially and economically. The victims are severely
marginalized. Such violence would

have never been perpetrated against
a group of Brahmins or any other
upper caste group by a lower caste
group.
This incident also reminds me how
fragmented our society is. People
still plunder, rape and murder based
on ethnicity, race and religion, and
the "other" is still despised and distrusted. It reminds me of how each
one of us faces the prospect of
and grave danger by just
shifting our geographical location.
And it reminds me of the severe battle which is going on all over the
world between people who try to
homogenize others and the people
who are struggling to maintain their
identity. f
I strongly urge all people to think
and to learn for themselves and not
just behave according to social conditioning. Social conditioning has created racial discrimination and hatred
on the basis of religion and ethnicity.
Social conditioning has taught upper
caste "modern" Hindus to still discriminate against the dalits and tribals. On our own campus, social condi
mar-ginalizat-

V.'cr.ttD 12
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tioning has
hate crimes
color, creed,
I believe

sexual orientation, etc.
a person who has
integrity of character makes his or
her own moral choices based on an
ethical rationale and does not just
blindly follow the dictates of society.
We, as educated citizens, have the
means and the tools to reach out to
people and make them , think and
question their mindset and their
behavior. So, all I ask is that you
think and you question and you challenge your own minds and help others do so, too. This will go a long
way in improving the condition of
the marginalized in our society.

n,

that

Feel free to email any questions or
comments to rekka08wooster.edu.

Features provides a weekly focus
on events, aspects, discussions and
viewpoints of international students as well as Americans. Please
contact Anoop Parik for mor e information at aparikoywoo8ter.tdu.
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Movie madness: A&E reviews the films of winter '08
Page, Garner deliver outstanding performances in "Juno"
"Mean Girls" (2004) was a fun movie,
but Lindsay Lohap and Rachel
McAdams are more preoccupied with
popularity than other teenage things,
like alternative music and movies.
Films like "Clueless" (1995) often
show teenagers with high income,
beautiful clothes, and nothing with
which mainstream audience can relate.
"Juno," perhaps because of its independent film status, has more room to
Minnesota
flesh out its middle-clas-s,
characters.
Page is somehow a more convincing
than Alicia Silverstone's
Valley girl persona, Cher Horowitz.
"Juno" is more preoccupied with
starting a band than searching for fash-

Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff
"Juno" is entrancingly cool, and perhaps more digestible than the usual
melodrama fanfare that surrounds the
taboo of teen pregnancy.
Despite its charm, however, this dark
comedy has as much awkward humor
as the description would suggest,
though it still succeeds.
The titular character and aforementioned pregnant teen, Juno MacGuff
(Ellen Page), has the sort of jaded,
resigned attitude appropriate for, and
typical of, high school outcasts.
The actress emulates a character
that is smart and witty in the face of
adversity, and the film works well
because of her.
Paulie Bleeker (Michael Cera), Juno's
best friend and
ht
stand, is a
of
paragon
teenage innocence.
Seen most often in his track outfit
and memorable gold shorts, he plays
the straight man to Juno's frequent

in!
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ionable shoes.

one-nig-

pranks. .
Paulie's

shock at learning
conceived with his
convincing and honest.
maybe-girlfrie-
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he has
is
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Though he is, like the rest of the
cast, funny and amusing, he underscores one of the many serious issues
hinted toward during the film: he is too
young to be a father.
Juno is most certainly not ready to
be a parent either.
She considers an abortion at a clinic,
but it's a decision that would end the
film a little too soon and turn it into i
straight drama.
Page's character instead opts for giving her unborn baby up for adoption
and begins scanning the Pennysaver
--

J

-

-

Jennifer Jones.

Art by

for parental candidates.
Allison Janey and J.K. Simmons play
Juno's stepmother and father.

They are less than thrilled with her
unplanned pregnancy, but they accept
the circumstances and are willing to
help Juno through this challenge.
tearful scenes
No prolonged,
between them, the family shares a
strong, genuine bond punctuated by
jokes and jabs.

The subject matter is serious, but

mi"

or
tears, but not because of self-pi- ty
the difficulties of her predicament.
The film can most easily be compared to "Little Miss Sunshine"
(2006) as both stories work to find
humor within misery, though "Juno"
is less concerned with throwing its
characters into embarrassing situations.

is peculiarly warm at times.
Page's character eventually sheds a few

"Juno"

,

This may not be an accurate portrayal of every teenager, but Page is quite
believable and far more fun to watch.
Page's barbed wit makes the movie
special, but it's Jennifer Garner whose
character develops the most, if the
slowest, over the course of the film. "
Garner plays Vanessa Loring, wife
of Mark Loring (Jason Bateman) and
a career woman desperately in need

Perhaps the most appealing aspect of
'Juno" is its depiction of teenagers.

of

'

a baby.

.Garner initially comes off as a
uptight yuppie, and
Bateman comes off as a creatively stifled former rocker.
The actors are not as charming as
Ellen Page and the script feels a bit
forced when the story of their characters begins to intertwine with Juno's.
The story continues strongly,
regardless.
Ellen Page's talent and the plot
device of the pregnancy save the movie
from the formula. Everyone goes
home happy, most notably the audience.
one-dimensio- nal,

.

Butler shines in "RS. I Love You" '01 Novel sets bar high
"Atonement"film is okay
Holly begins to let go and let loose,
with many ups and downs along the
j road.
The audience is taken on an emo'
It was with a labored sigh that I
tional rollercoaster ride, and many of
consented to seeing "PS. I Love You"
the moments are actually poignant
with a friend of mine.
and
Ever since the previews of the
The sad moments, however, are
movie surfaced a few months ago, I
weathered decently well by comedic
had felt distinctly repelled by the
action led by Holly's friends, family
notion of viewing the film.
and a creepy, desperate Harry
I'm not exactly sure why. Maybe
Connick, Jr.; whose character works
it's the fact that almost every movie
at her mother's bar and becomes
based on a book is a letdown.
some sort of love interest.
Or maybe it was because I cringed
Although the ending isn't satisfy
with
the
along
many others at
ing in the way
thought of Hilary
a
typical"
of
Swank as the
in
magnetic
"Gerard
vignettes;
Butler
is
and
these
exuberant
romantic
come
leading lady of a
is.
the
movie
dy,
romantic comedy.
he truly is the best thing about the movie."
still enjoyable,
Or, quite possi
bly,
was
it
until her because of flashbacks explaining
She wallows in self-pit- y
because I rolled my eyes at the conmespast moments in Holly and Jerry's
trived, "Are you single? Are you gay? birthday, when a
relationship.
Are you working?" interrogation
sage from Jerry arrives.
Gerard Butler is magnetic and
He tells her that he has left her a
that Lisa Kudrow uses in the film to
exuberant in these vignettes; he
series of letters with instructions
assess potential dating partners; not
that she must follow in order to truly is the best thing about the
only did it bring to mind countless
movie.
begin the healing process.
other incarnations of the "desperate
Swank's performance is more
friend" role that has
The instructions range from
become a romantic comedy (rom-com- ?) telling her to buy a bedside lamp uneven. I'll admit that my horror at
(they always argued over who had to her role as leading lady didn't persist
staple, but it seemed to be
throughout the movie, but she does
and most likely was added to the turn off the light), to suggesting
across as rather unlikable.
come
sake
the
being
of
for
only
script
I'm not sure whether it was
included in the film's trailers.
inconsistent character development'
And yet, although I dug my heels
g,
I
pegs Holly as both
(which
it,
was
in at the prospect of seeing
and
"I
have
a
plan"
always
and
actually decently entertained
unorganized, artistically inclined
moved by the movie.
and unwilling to hold a steady job)
It opens with a scene of Holly
or Swank's mediocre portrayal of
Kennedy (Swank) and her husband,
character.
said
things,
his
rid
all
of
of
Jerry Kennedy (Gerard Butler; King that she get
should
But
regardless, for all my negative
she
Leonidas from "300") in the throes of to informing her that
with
preconceptions, the movie was still a
travel to Ireland (his homeland)
a marital quarrel.
touching and not wholly unpleasant
herfriends.
We see the couple bicker, we find
'
As the seasons change (the film
journey through grief and new
out their relationship problems (he
wants a baby; she's not ready) and uses a similar seasonal template as beginnings.
The critics that gave it two and a
eventually, we see them kiss and "Juno," although it's less effective
half stars had it right.
here) and she receives the letters,
. make up, with some conspicuous but

Gillian Helwig
Arts & Entertainment Editor

still welcome shirtless shots of

Butler included for us ladies.
(Looks like someone is still. reap- -i
ing the benefits of tns "800 workout
regimen).
Flash-forwaa few months and
we find out that Jerry has passed
away from a brain tumor.
Although Holly is surrounded by
friends (Kudrow, Gina
Gershon, James Marsters Spike
from the "Buffy the Vampire" TV
series!) and family (a hardened
Kathy Bates plays Holly's mother),
she can't seem to let go of Jerry.
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Emily Ryan
Voice Staff
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tear-induci-

ng.

well-meani- ng

especially

tape-record- ed
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later struggle to
repent already
commands the
audience's full

wealthy

background,

and Robbie Turner (James McAvoy),
attention.
the son of her family's housekeeper.
Knightley and McAvoy play their
An unbearably hot day in England
characters well, though the scene in
in 1935 marks the beginning of their
which they meet for the first time in
love affair, the commencement of years lacks the believability their earwhich is celebrated by a passionate
lier encounters possess.
There is no thrill in their reunion,
meeting in the Tallis family library.
However, Cecilia's younger sister, but rather an everyday feel that
Briony (Saoirse Ronan), almost leaves one with the impresan aspiring writer with a mind for the
sion they had not long been apart.
fantastical, witnesses the events that
Saoirse Ronan, at only 13 years
old, portrays the character of young
bring Cecilia and Robbie together.
Confused by what, she has seen, Briony with an ease that is surprising
Briony makes false assumptions that for her age.
lead to Robbie's arrest.
In a tale of two lovers, the most
Years later, his prison sentence
passionate performance is, ironically,
converted into compulsory army' delivered by actress Brenda Blethyn,
service.
who assumes the role of Robbie's
Robbie finds himself trekking mother.
The night Robbie is taken away,
across France, trying to reach
Dunkirk so that he may return to she beats the departing police car
Cecilia.
with
an
Meanwhile,
umbrella as
Cecilia, who "Atonement's plot, though simple,
it pulls out
13-year-- old

is

eagerly

anticipating
her

reunion

does not need powerful camerawork

of

TO HAUNT."

refusing to

with Robbie,
has
begun
work as a nurse.
She is estranged from her family,
unable to forgive them for their
actions the night the police led
Robbie away in handcuffs.
No.one, however, feels the extent
of Cecilia's anger quite like the now
Briony (Romola Garai),
who, like her sister, has become a
nurse.
As the sole cause of Robbie's
imprisonment and subsequent separation from Cecilia, Briony must now
suffer the torment of her guilt.
The film's theme, and namesake,
now comes into play as the younger
Tallis sister tries to atone for' her
18-year-- old

FOn TH3 WOOSTB1 VO.'CB
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After receiving stunning critical
acclaim upon its publication in 2001,
Ian McEwan's novel "Atonement"
was destined to find its way to the
big screen.
Though the transition from written word to motion picture is inherently treacherous, the film rendering of "Atonement" is remarkably
well done.
The plot of the movie centers on
the relationship
between Cecilia
Tallis (Keira
a
Knightly),
young woman

;V
'.'."wnai 11 win ummaiery
aeea ana iace
" "
mean for' the two lovers.
"
"Atonement" has beautifully shot
camera sequences, most notably of
the disturbing scene at Dunkirk, but
at times the visual embellishment
takes the viewer's mind away from
where it should rest: on', the story
itself.
The plot of "Atonement," though
simple, does not need powerful camerawork to haunt.
Its disquieting tale of the implica- tions of offens
es committed in
childhood ignorance and the

'

the

driveway,
relent until,
still scream-

ing, she is dragged away.
Overall, Atonement is a well executed film, though its greatest failing
is one that was impossible to prevent:
it is the motion picture adaptation of
a remarkable book.
Though the movie's dialogue is
almost identical to that of the novel,
as are the twists and turns of the
award-winniplot, McEwan's
prose and subtle attention to detail
are impossible to replicate on screen.
film
The approximately two-hodoes its best to pay homage to its
ng

ur

written counterpart.
In doing so, however, it sets an
unreachable goal.
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Remake of Japanese horror movie plummets
needed a little more work.
In the United States, it seems as if
remakes are often more popular than
originals (due to language barriers
and the fact that reading subtitles

Missie Bender
Arts

&

Entertainment Editor

More often than not, Hollywood is
made responsible for making and
producing movies shown all around
the United States.
We refer back to Hollywood often
when discussing the making of a
film, no matter what its origin may
be.

four students, each death linked one
another by the series of events.
In each death, Beth notices that
there are details that linked the homicides together: each dead person

.
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There are also other interesting
clues that link the deaths together,
like how a small red candy is found
in each dead student's mouth post
murder.
The movie is chilling at the beginning; a classic horror movie score set
to a series of eerie scenes that followed the death of each victim.
The plot then became too consistent and too predictable: victim sees
friend get killed, victim then gets a
phone call (but misses it), victim
hears themself on their answering
machine dying, victim dies at the
time of death on.the cell phone, victim is found with red candy in
mouth.
This plot is repeated at least three
times, which allows the audience to
clue in on what exactly could be happening.
As far as the ending goes, I suggest
you look it up online.
Giving the ending away could be,
well, detrimental to your movie-goiexperi(or movie-viewinence and I wouldn't want to ruin
that for you.
I suggest that you save your money
and don't purchase a ticket for this

Ill

t

If a movie is brought to the
United States, it usually passes
through Hollywood first, thus making Hollywood the capital of
American movies.
Hollywood is also big in remakes,
as it has already reproduced a vast
majority of films originally created
in other countries (such as France,
Germany and Spain).
But if a moviegoer wants to see a
remake of a horror film, the movie
most likely of Japanese origin.
Hideo Nakata's 1998 movie,
"Rmgu," inspired the 2002 American
version of the original Japanese
movie "The Ring."
The 2002 remake was made with
close insight from Nakata and in
2005 Nakata directed the popular
sequel, "The Ring Two."
The American remake (and sequel)
got an immense amount of positive
publicity but not much credit was
given to the Japanese.
"One Missed Call" parallels "The
Ring" as it, too, is a remake of a
famous Japanese film.
Originally
titled "ChakusJiin Ari," the 2008
remake of a 2004 film follows a similar plot that is consistent throughout the entire movie.
There are differences, as there are
in all remakes, but perhaps this movie

ng

.

g)

.

movie.
'

Graphic art by Jennifer Jones.
after thirty minutes can get tiring
and just plain annoying).
Just as it does in the original, "One
Missed Call" focuses on college-age- d
characters that are naive about the
horror of a cell phone.
Student Beth Raymond (Shannyn
Sossamon), along with Detective Jack
Andrews (Edward Burns), try to put
together the pieces of the death of

-

called the next victim and the time of
death appeared on the cell phone.
Characters (that were going to die)
received phone calls that were never
picked up (obviously, because the
movie is called "One Missed Call"
and not "One Answered Call").
familiar vision of seeThe ail-tmissed
a
ing
call on a cell phone is
consistent throughout the entire plot.
,

oo

We can only hope that the Japanese
original is more interesting and less
fake; "One Missed Call" is filled with
unrealistic monsters and ugly illusions that could only exist in a PG-1- 3

horror flick.
This

movie is too predictable and not quite scary enough
for anyone looking for a real nail- biter. And just as Gary Brown of the
"Houston Community Newspaper'
stated, "it is as annoying as a busy
signal."
not-so-sc- ary

Museum featured Modern Masters in many forms
Maureen Sill
Voice Staff
Anyone from Cleveland knows
about all the best things to do in the
city grabbing a slice of pizza or a
canola from Mama Santa's inLittle
Italy, checking out the Indians playr
ing a game at Progressive Field, seeing a band at the Beachland
Ballroom on a Friday night or viewing the exhibits at the Cleveland
Museum of Art located in Cleveland
Heights, University Circle.
Unfortunately, the museum has
been relatively inactive for the past
three years due-tits gigantic transformation that is currently taking
o

place.

The renovation
2005 and will

project began in
be completed until

not
the massive changes
that are occuring, many exhibits
have been open to the public during

2011. Despite

the renovation.
Most recently,

-

the

Cleveland

Museum of Art offered patrons a
Regretfully, I've never taken an art
look at a traveling exhibit, known as history course, but a friend of mine,
"Modern Masters," which has been' art lover and fellow Clevelander,
displayed all over the world, in Maureen Hochman '10, had this to
places like Tokyo, Beijing and say in response to the man's com- .
Vancouver, as well as many other ' ments: ,.'..:' ":'v.
intvrnational-an...
"It's important to remember that
The exhibit featured works from all
can do is paint
"modern masters" such as Rodin, shapes and lines and colors, but for
Picasso, Matisse, Van Gogh, Monet,
someone who has been classically
DaH, Duchamp, Cezanne and countand academically trained in painting
less others, in mediums including
to take it back to the traditional prinsculptures, paintings, drawings, ciples of art is impressive.
prints and other formats.
The importance is not what it is in
It was certainly impressive to see itself, but what it was at the time.
these works of revolutionary artists,
To me, it was part of a movement
but many others in the museum
towards minimalism, where it's not
seemed to have less interest or as complicated or detailed, but to
understanding of the subject.
simplify something that much is just
I saw
teenage boys sketching another way of looking at things, it's
crude reproductions of a female another place that you can take
nude portrait, and I heard an elderly
painting."
ld
man saying, "My
The exhibit was relatively safe in
grandson could have painted that," its exposition, meaning that the
referring to a piece by Piet work displayed was not too difficult
Mondrian.
to like or appreciate for the typical
;

U.S.-cities- .

d

.,

.

four-year-o-

museum attendee.
This was not surprising, considering
that the exhibit was composed of works
by artists who are considered "modern
masters" because of their talent, but
because of their immense popularity.
'
However,' its simplicity and lack of
daring left some a bit less than thrilled
with the exhibit in its entirety. Even so,
it was certainly pleasant to be able to

art in Cleveland again.
The renovation project has been

see

.

four-year-o-

"
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going on for two years; it will extend
for another three.
An open exhibit is refreshing to
many residents in and around the city,
and was certainly appreciated by the
general public who have been limited in
their opportunities to view fine art
since the renovation began.
Of all the cities the exhibit visited,
the Cleveland Museum of Art was the
last stop for the "Modern Masters"
exhibit. The exhibit opened at the
museum on Oct. 21 of last year and
closed last weekend on Jan. 13.

-

With the Writer's Guild of
America (WGA) still on strike,
many loyal TV viewers have been
dismayed to discover that their
favorite shows are returning only
in the form of reruns.
In addition to saturating television schedules with these reruns
and lackluster reality offerings, the
strike has continued to become
more visible to viewers in a variety
of ways.
Since several late night TV
hosts' returned to the airwaves,
the lack of writers has become
ever more apparent.
Without the support of, their
scribes, certain hosts (Letterman
aside) have had to scramble for
material.
Jay Leno and Jimmy Kimmel
even visited each other's shows
as guests. In addition, the destiny
of several awards shows has
remained in limbo as the shows'
producers attempt to broker deals
with the WGA so they can air the
"
events.
No agreement wasjeached for
The 65th Annual Golden Globes,'
which occured earlier this month. '
The red carpet glamour that
usually defines award season was
noticeably absent, as the awards
were announced in a press conference.
The fate of The Grammys and
The Academy Awards is still up in
the air. It will be interesting to see
whether the Hollywood actors that
so strongly supported the writers
in' past months can stand prolong
their solidarity through award season.
It must be painful for these
celebs to forgo the chance to pat
themselves on the backs.
Although the writers have been
silent on the small screen' many
of them are taking to the Internet
to voice their grievances.
On www.YouTube.com, for
example, the WGA has its own,
channel, wgaamerica. Many writers and actors from popular shows
make cameos in these videos.
Check out some of the most popular:
"The Office Is Closed"
689,013 views
Writers and actors from the popular TV show "The Office" talk
about the tendency of the studios'
lawyers to call full episodes available online "promotions" so they
don't have to pay the writers.
"Sarah Silverman STRIKES"
'
26,057
;
Sarah Silverman pickets in support of "the little people," the writers
who "aren't celebrities" like she is!'

"
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NATASHA r'Z?.'.ln7l".W)
"POCKET FULL CI: SUNSHINE"

"CLOVERFIELD"
STARRING MIKE VOGEL, JESSICA LUCAS AND LIZZY
CAPLAN

CAT POWER

"MAD MONEY"
STARRING DIANE
KATIE HOLMES

"COVERS
QUEEN

KEATON,

II"

LATIFAH AND

4
.

DAMEMAS
"LET YOUR TAPE ROCK"

"27 DRESSES"
STARRING

KATHERINE HEIGL, JAMES

MARSDEN,

MALIN AKERMAN

"TEETH"
STARRING JESS WEIXLER AND JOHN HENSLEY

DENGUE FEVER
"VENUS ON EARTH"

v

GETSETGO
"SUNSHINE, JOY AND HAPPINESS: A TRAGIC TALE
OF DEATH, DESPAIR AND OTHER SILLY NONSENSE"

"CASSANDRA'S DREAM"
STARRING COLIN FARRELL, EWAN MCGREGOR AND
HAYLEYATWELL

HELLO, CLUE uDCEG
"HELLO BLUE ROSES"

"TAXI TO THE DARK SIDE"
STARRING ALEX GIBNEY, BRIAN KEITH ALLEN AND

GREG D'AGOSTINO
tf
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Nicholas Holt

pkaying a competitive game

Before
re I go on defending my Buckeyes, I want to clear up a few things. Yes, Ohio
State backed into the
title game, and yes, they lost in a very terrible fashion.
However, if one watches the .tape and looks at the
stat lines closely, they will discover that the
game
was a lot closer than the
4
score would, indicate. Unlike last year, the Buckeyes
were not overmatched. In fact, from a talent standpoint, the teams looked fairly
even. Ohio State just shot themselves in the foot rover and over again. .
38-2-

The beginning of the end of the Buckeyes began on the tying drive of LSU. It
was a
scoring drive and of those yards, 30 of them were Ohio State personal fouls. The LSU Tigers didn't have to try very hard with the Buckeyes
shooting
themselves in the foot
chrissweeney
The play that changed the game came on the next drive
Brian Robiskie's
dropped, third down pass in the end zone that would have put the Buckeyes
up 0.
Instead, the field
goal anempt was mocked and the Buckeyes gave up a
di
drive that resulted in the
for LSU.
score (17-1- 0)
58-ya- rd

17-1-

66-yar-

go-ahe-

ad

Then, down 0,
Boeckman made a terrible decision. He
threw into double coverage, resulting in an interception to put
Ohio State down 24-1-0 going into halftime.
The final nail in Ohio State's'c'offin was a defensive stop on the
first LSU possession of the second half. The Buckeyes were
about to get the ball back when they roughed the punter. And instead of having the ball with a shot to
cut the lead to seven, the drive continued with a
penalty and an automatic first down. LSU went
and the game was officially over.
up 31-Even taking all this into consideration, Ohio State did not have to prove to anyone that they deserved
to play for the national title! They were the team with the best resume going into the game for the sim'
ple fact that they didn't choke their season away against sub-pcompetition.
Ohio State's schedule was terrible; even a Big Ten rd
like me will admit that the conference was
weaker than the SEC, Pac 10 and Big 12. But the Big 10 is still a BCS conference and was stronger than
the Big East and ACC. You can bring up bowl records if you want, but the fact remains that the Brg 10
had to play three SEC teams and USC. They beat Florida, lost badly to USC and were competitive
against Tennessee. Michigan State was No. 7 in the Big 10 and only lost to Boston College (No. 2 in the
ACC) by three points. Hardly convincing for the ACC.
The Big East went
but other than Oklahoma who did they play? They lost to a banged-u- p
Oregon team and a bad Wake Forest team. Their other two wins? Against Ball State and Southern Miss.
17-1-

15-ya-

rd

10

ar

die-ha-

3-- 2,

.

s
you can see.
But it's not Ohio State's fault that they went into the Michigan game No. 7 and wound up No. 1. How
about the six teams ahead of them? Other than Oregon, none have a legitimate excuse for not playing
for the title. Missouri lost to Oklahoma which lost to Texas Tech. Kansas didn't even win its division,

Superpowers-a-
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For the second year in a row, Ohio State finished out the year with a Big Ten title and a spot in the
national championship game against an SEC team. For the second year in a row, the Ohio State, defense
showed speed, athleticism and footwork that made its players look more deserving of being on "Dancing
with the Stars" than in the BCS Title Game. At least this year, the massacre wasn't r
totally unexpected.
Last year, Ohio State looked like the best team in the country for the first 18 games.
Then Florida came to town .and the team's offensive line suddenly had an uncanny
resemblance to Swiss cheese. This year, a less talented team played a regular season
schedule slightly softer than key lime pie and coasted as the only BCS conference team I
with one loss. The team was rewarded by a second trip to the BCS Title Game.
andrewvogel
Ohio State even spiced it up by scoring the first 10 points of the game in New
Orleans. That made for a nice story until the LSU Tigers remembered they were on national television
playing in their own backyard. They then piled on 3 1 straight
points and knocked the Buckeyes in the mouth. At least everyone
can now say to the BCS, "We told you this would happen."
The bottom line is that, plain and simple, Ohio State didn't
deserve to be in this game. Yes, they were the only BCS conference team that lost just one game during the regular season,
unlike everybody else including USC. Yes, they won their confer
unlike
ence,
Georgia. However, given the schedule Ohio State played this year, that's not saying much.
To say the least, the Big Ten Conference had a down year. The conference's second best team, Illinois,
last year. The conference's third best team, Michigan, lost to Appalachian State. To complement
was
their especially daunting conference slate, the Buckeyes also scheduled Youngstown State, Akron, Kent
State and Washington. Ohio State wasn't tested all season.
This showed when Ohio State got up by 10. For LSU, being down by 10 was nothing. They pulled out
rs
last minute wins in
over Florida, Auburn, Alabama and Tennessee. Ohio State's lack of com
petition showed in the course of the BCS Title Game.
This is not to say that Ohio State didn't have a nice season. They won the Big Ten outright and would
have been more than deserving of a Rose Bowl berth. However, being the only BCS conference team with
one loss doesn't mean much when the team doesn't prove itself over the course of a season. The best team
on their schedule, Illinois, beat them in Columbus. Their most impressive win this season was over
Michigan. Hawaii went into bowl season undefeated, yet no one was clamoring that they should play in
the BCS Title Game for the sole reason that their schedule was cream cheese. Why was Hawaii penalized
for its soft schedule, while Ohio State was rewarded?
Sure, Oklahoma, USC, Virginia Tech and Georgia all had two losses. Heck, Georgia didn't even win its
conference. However, according to the BCS stipulations, a conference title is a
for a spot in
the title game. While these four teams each had two losses, each team also had a defining win that cemented them as a title contender and gave them some credibility. Oklahoma beat Missouri twice and Texas
once. USC beat Arizona State. Georgia beat Florida, Auburn and Kentucky. Virginia Tech beat Boston
College and Clemson. The BCS should have looked at the body of work of each title contender, not jifst
the number of wins and losses. Had they done that, they might have gotten a ball game in New Orleans
rather than a snoozer. ,
The two title game losses should not take away from two very fine seasons in 2006 and 2007. However,
Ohio State is going to have to gain some credibility back before the BCS lets them back into another title
game. Beat USC, the best program in college football, on Sept. 13 in the Coliseum, and the questions about
Ohio State's credibility against strong teams outside the Big Ten will go away and they will be very
deserving of a spot in next year's title game in Miami. However, if they lose in Los Angeles, it might be
la while before Ohio State makes it back to another title game.
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Olsen touched the board first in the 100

breaststroke (1:10.88). On Saturday,
Radtke came in first in the 400 freestyle
(4:24.69) and Horgan won the 100

On Jan. 11, the men's and women's
teams returned to the pool in their first
action since the Wooster Invitational.
However, both teams looked anything
but rusty, instead using the more than a
month-lon- g
break to come back more
rested than ever. Both teams came back
firing on all cylinders, securing two
wins each last Friday and Saturday.
On Friday, Jan. 1 1, the teams traveled
to Hiram College (2-- 4 overall and
NCAC for the men and 5, 0--3 for the
women) and ran the Terriers out of the
pool.. The men won by a score of 161-7- 3
while the women cruised to a 144-8- 3
victory. On Saturday, Ohio Wesleyan
University (2-- 6, 0--3 men, 5, 0--3
women) came to town and jumped into
the Timken Natatorium, and didn't fare
much better than the Terriers. The men
over the
won by a score of 147-6- 7
Battling Bishops and the women glided
win. The wins
along to a 146-7- 9
overall with a 3--0
1
men
to
the
brought
NCAC record and the women to 2
overall and 1 in NCAC competition.
Eric Babbitt '10 led the charge with
three individual victories on Friday and
Saturday. On Friday, Babbitt came in
first with a time of 25.24 in the 50 free.
Babbitt followed his own impressive
'
performance with two more on
in
200
the
Saturday, finishing first
freestyle and 200 butterfly with times of

freestyle (49.01).
For the women, Amanda Bailey '08
did nothing short of dominate her com-

3--

7--

6--

2--

1:50.45 and 2:06.61.
Logan LaBorge '10 also turned in
two impressive performances, with a
win in the 100 back (1:02.13) on Friday
and the 200 back (2:03.52) on Saturday.
Additionally, Andrew Olsen '09, Ryan
Radtke '10 and Brendan Horgan '11
also came up with big wins. On Friday,

(2:03.79) and 200 fly (2:18.47).
Dustin Klein '09 and Caitlin McNulty
'
10 won big for the diving teams. Klein
er
won twice on Friday in the
(168.80). On
(176.25) and three-met- er
Saturday, Klein picked up another in the
one-met-

er
(173). McNulty won two
er
events on Friday in the

one-met-

one-met-

(212.90).
(195.85) and three-met- er
Both teams are peaking at the right
et
time, with the men hot on a
win streak and the women on a three-me- et
five-me-

win streak. The team will travel to
Grove City on Feb. 2 before the
all-impor-

NCAC Championships
6

in Canton.

contact them at avogellOwooster.edu
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and csweeney08wooster.edu

Welcome back folks! After the up
it was because the top of colnearing an end, however.
1
I regret to inform you all that I
full
football
There
down.
were
ong layott,
return to you lege
and
officially retiring from fantasy
am
Games
refreshed
this
season.
no great teams
I
were lost and not won, and execution gaining. It's been a good ten-ye- ar
rejuvenated.
know seemed to be poor everywhere.
run, filled with many happy memo
don't
is
what everyone
Looking at the scores it easy to ries, but alas, I feel that age and getelse does over say this was a good bowl season, but ting a life have begun to catch up
winter break, it . failed to leave any lasting with me. However t am happy to
but for me break moments. Yes, sending Lloyd Carr have out the way I came in, winning
nickholt
four out with a win was nice, as was West my league championship. It seems
means
things: sleep, Virginia's win sans Rich Rodriguez, like yesterday. I was the little sev
my dad took me to a
sloth, skiing and bowl season (I'm but like Colorado's last ditch lateral enth-grad- er
restaurant and had
sorry the alliteration had to end play, the bowls fell just short. There
there's no s word for bowl games).
was no Boise State, no miracle plays, me join the league against a bunch
The first two went very well for no incredible moments, not even a of adults. As they ordered pitchers
I barely left my
post-game over break
proposal. It was a bowl of beer, I sipped on my Sprite. They
bed, often forgoing food for another
season that benefited my sleeping laughed at me when I drafted some
rookie WR out of Marshall (Randy
five minutes of completely unneces
schedule.
The NFL however, has been far Moss) and a nobody (Kordell
sary slumber. I didn't even bother to
shave, resulting in what my friends
more interesting. After much specu- - Stewart). However, I rode them to a
championship, ' a
that were able to
I
games,
all
"bo
away
hundred
couple
drag me out of
dollars, and fell in
the house called pick "em's, and gambling activities
love with fantasy
a "Meghan's Law
the people
solely "about
Beard." If you
gaming.
Over the years, I
don't understand you love"
began lose sight of
this I am sorry,
but let's just say that it was not lation about how long starters wou'14 the fiun, and instead was all aoout
the money. I sold out for the big
play, the Patriots and Giants both
becoming.
bucks. I began to talk in terms of
well
as
in
the
the entire game,
Unfortunately, despite how
kept them
the spread and lost the fun.
contestthe first two winter break staples Patriots pulled out a closely
However a four-yavictory over
fell
a
short of ed victory finish the regular season
went, the other two
this
'08
16-Chris
have
year and his
Sweeney
0.
been
The playoffs
expectations. Western New York, perfect
st
whine-temade me
usually a wonderland of snow was just as good with some upsets. resulting
I
loved
the
game in
mild and slushy for the majority of However, more importantly the NFL remember why
the
for
e.
opportunities
the first place,
is one week from the perfect Super
break, severely limiting my
Perhaps more importantly, the Bowl showdown. If the Packers and it gives you to torment your friends,
bowl season flat out sucked.
Patriots can win this week, it will be family and
So I step away from all sports fan
On the top of this page, you will the most interesting matchup in
see the fallout of the snoozer that
tasy games, pick 'em's and gambling
years. Could there be a better good
activities that are not solely about
was the title game, but more imporversus evil game?
humiliating the people you love. I
The Patriots, perpetrators of
tantly, this had to be the single most
offensive juggernauts led by will honor my commitment to the
boring bowl season from top to botthe evil madirtan in his horrible cutoff fantasy basketball league I am in,
tom, ever. Kansas over Virginia
Tech was the only good game out of sweatshirts versus the Packers, who although I may have someone else
operations. I
the BCS bowls. There were a couple
nobody thought stood a chance a the take over
of interesting upsets with West beginning
of the season, the feel that I can leave with dignity
Virginia
trouncing Oklahoma, youngest team in the NFL, led by the and as a champion. I know I will
Michigan defeating Florida and
great Brett Favre in what may be his miss the game, and my fans will
miss me (oh gosh, I promised myself
East Carolina beating Boise State.
last hurrah.
I wouldn't get emotional), but it's
I mean come on, it's the two best
In fact, there were a lot of upsets
1 for one did
not do well at picking quarterbacks of our time squaring just time.
I now plan to move on to a politi
off, the undefeated versus the unbewinners.
cal career. My screen name on
lievable. The NFL must be praying
However, this did not change the
is nickholt87,
sad truth
this was a down year for this
think of the drama, the
and
take me on
to
look
me
for college football.
up
try
the
the
ratings!
If
intrigue, the hype,
r.
is
an
will
be
Bill
Clay
it
fun
was
win
season
It
to watch this
Chargers or Giants
could
because it seemed that anyone
more disappointing than the implicaNkk Holt is a sports editor. He can be
beat anyone. But this wasn't because
tions of the Mitchell report.
;
onlV
legend,
is not the
one wiWarnholtP8wnpstcT.edu.
the bottom of. college football. rose
Favre's letrend ii
ed

me

petition, all in freestyle events. Bailey
won two events on Friday, and for good
measure, won two more on Saturday.
On Friday, Bailey won the 800
(10:01.55) and the 400 (4:50.23). The
next day, Bailey won victories in the
1000 (1 1:23.78) and the 500 (5:31.60).
In addition to Bailey's strong performance, a quintet of women each
added two wins apiece. Meggie
Edwards '09 cruised to victories in the
100 free (1:03.36) on Friday and 200
back on Saturday. Syd Kelly '10 came in
first in the 200 individual medley on
Friday and the 400 individual medley
on Saturday. Tamari Farquharson
sprinted to victories in the 50 free
(28.88) and 100 breast (1:20.71) on
Friday. May Tobar '11 won first in the
100 back (1:10.85) on Friday and the
100 free (56.86) on Saturday. Alice Case
'10 also claimed two victories on
Saturday, winning in the 200 free

14-1-

You can

now-condemn-

Andrew Vogel
sports Editor
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Beards, bowls, break and a retirement

Both the men's and women's swimming teams have put together impressive win streaks (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
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Laughable schedule discounted
Ohio State's gaudy record

or

Swimmers win big

January

a

losing to Missouri. And Georgia lost to an eventual 6 South Carolina team at home.
Oh, and all you Big East fans can't even talk. Your heavyweight lost at home to Pittsburgh.
Ohio State's sole loss was to a BCS team... period. Illinois made a BCS bowl, that is a fact. Whether
or not they deserved it was debatable, but they were still good enough to get there so they must have
done something. Sure USC was a hot team, but they lost to Stanford at home. You cannot play for the
title under this system with a loss like that.
So I ask, why is everyone blaming Ohio State for not choking? Instead of frowning upon them, how
about giving them some credit for getting back there despite losing a truckload of talent (like a Heisman
winner, two starting wideouts and a starting running back). The Buckeyes are one of the best programs
of this decade, and with their returning talent (Gholston their only huge loss) they should be in the pre'
v'iM.'K ;.; "t
season top five going ihtb'2008.'
;.!; .'..,.,., :'
Andrew Vogel is
Editor and Chris Sweeney is
in Chief ofThe Wooster Voice. They are both regular contributors.
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Friday, January 18, 2008
Men's basketball heads to Witt riding
Walsh's Brandon Weeins drove to '
the hole but missed the layup, however
Josh Johnson converted a second
chance layup while drawing a foul,
tying the game and going to the line
to give the Cavaliers an 7 lead.
With five seconds left, Wooster
elected not to call a timeout but rather
to Johnson
passed the ball
;
i
who dribbled the entire court and hit a
,
jumper from the free throw line to
secure the Scot win at the buzzer.
Cooper finished the game with 32
points and shot an outstanding
,
seven of nine from three-poi- nt
range while notching four assists.
Johnson and Fulk finished with 12
points each. Wickliffe, who has
worked himself into the starting
"
Si
rotation and started every game
!
since Dec. 5, added 1 1 points.
v
V
Evan Will '08 and Bidwell led the
team in rebounds with six. Bidwell
also led the team in assists with six.
Last Saturday against Wabash,
team of Wooster had to overcome an 1
James Cooper '08 was named to the
deficit with 10:14 to play in the second
both tournaments over break (Photo courtesy OPI).
half to secure the win. The Scots were
win over NAIA foe Notre Dame
led by a huge performance from
Chris Sweeney
WicklifTe, who contributed the game's
College (6-- 1 1). Brandon Johnson "09
Edfor in Chief
was the tournament's MVP while
deciding play. With 17 seconds left,
WicklifTe secured an offensive rebound
Marty Bidwell '09 earned the defensive
Going into winter break, the Scots
and a put back to push a Scot lead to
men's basketball team rebounded from MVP award and Cooper joined them
).
team.
four
on the
two tough road losses to Lake Erie
and Cedarville
But Wabash was resilient and nailed
The Scots also went 0 in the
College (8-NCAC with two huge road wins: the
to cut the lead down to
a three-point-er
University (12-4- ), which is currently
first an 80-7-7 win over Ohio Wesleyan one with 1 1 seconds left. They were
ranked No. 16 in NAIA Div. II (No. 4
forced to foul Fulk, who missed the
which
at game time). Since then, the Scots
University (8-- 4,
have strung together
second in the NCAC, and the
first free throw. This ended his streak
second a 0 victory against
wins to place them at 12-- 2 (5-(his last miss was Dec.
of
and
Wabash College
No. 19 in the current D3hoops.com
Wooster
16, 2006). Fulk nailed the second for
also played host to Kenyon College (4-- 9,
national poll.
the deciding point.
In addition to converting the play of
and defeated them 8
as
There were many highlights on
well as going on the road to Oberlin
the game, Wickliffe led Wooster in
this winter break run, including two
2)
and were victoriboth points (20) and rebounds (6).
College 0,
tournament wins. The first of which
ous by the count of 94-5- 4.
Will tied Wickliffe for the team lead in
came in the Bahamas Sunshine
But the biggest win for the Scots
rebounds With six of his own. Other
Shootout. The Scots never trailed in
Scots in double figures were Bidwell,
came on Dec. 15 in Timken "
their two wins, first 2 over
Benedictine (111.) University (6-- 9) on
Cooper and Johnson with 16, 12 and
Gymnasium against Walsh University
(14-2No.
is
Dec. 19 and then
),
ranked
which
currently
St.
0
over
4 Id, respectively. Johnson also led the
8)
(7-in
Div.
at
3
II
team in assists with four.
NAIA
time).
(No.
Mary's College
on Dec 20.
game
James Cooper '08 earned tournament
The Scots went down to the wire with
It was an off day of shooting for
MVP honors while Devin Fulk '08
the NAIA power and, thanks to
the Scots, who only shot 20 percent
89-8-8.
and Bryan WicklifTe 'l 1 joined him
Johnson's heroics, prevailed
from three-poi- nt
range and 64.3 peron the
With 25 seconds left in the game
cent from the charity stripe. Wabash
team.
also
The next tournament win came at
and the Scots holding an 5 edge
the Scots 36-3- 1
and shot 52.4 percent from three-poi- nt
the annual Moose HoleKiwanis
oVer Walsh, Cooper went td the line to
'.
land.
Tournament In Wooster with two
jshoot two. After making the first but
Another big NCAC road win came
convincing wins, first against Wesley
missing the second, Walsh had a shot
94-6- 1
and then an 1
College (8-to tie or take the lead.
against Ohio Wesleyan and the Scots
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Will led the team in
its with
rebounds with seven.
On Wednesday night, the Scots
were on the road at Hiram College
(4-- 9,
and won 1 7.
Leading the Scots was Cooper with
22 points. The five other Scots in
double figures included Wickliffe,
'
Will, Bidwell, Robert Melick 10 and
Fulk with 17, 15, 15, 13 and 10,

nt
were led by Cooper's fourth
game of his career in the narrow
three-poi-nt
decision. Up 2 with
five minutes left, the Battling
Bishops mounted a 13-- 1 run and
Cooper went to the '
went up 3.
line two possessions later and split a
pair of free throws to cut the lead
).
down to one
Wooster forced a missed three-point-er
and on the ensuing possession
threw the ball into Wickliffe, who was
nailed both free
fouled. The first-ye- ar
throws to give the Scots a one point
but the Bishops quickly
edge at 5,
took back the lead on the next possession connecting on a jump shot with

17-poi- nts.

30-poi-

72-6-

75-7-

(75-74-

respectively.
Will led the team in rebounds with
six while Bidwell and Johnson added
seven and six assists, respectively.
Tomorrow, Wooster renews its
rivalry with their NCAC nemesis

76-7-

Wittenberg University (8-- 5,
While the Tigers are not ranked in
D3hoops.com, they will present a
tough challenge for the Scots in a
game that usually decides which.team
will host the NCAC tournament in
February.
Wooster and Wittenberg are the
two winningest teams in Div. Ill;
record,
Wittenberg sports a 1,567-62- 3
1,460-727.
The
Tigers
Wooster's
to
are two years. removed from their second place finish in the Div. Ill Final
Four, while the Scots placed fourth
last year. Tip off is tomorrow night in
Springfield at 7:30 p.m.
4-- 0).

44 seconds left.

Dustin Geitgey ' 10 drove to the
bucket on the next possession and
couldn't connect on a close range
shot. Luckily for the ScqJs, Wickliffe
was there to collect the rebound and
returned to the charity stripe to
shoot two and made both, giving the
Sc6ts a 7 lead with just 18 seconds left to play.
Ohio Wesleyan turned the ball over
on a baseline drive with 5.8 to go in
the game. Fulk was fouled and sank
both free throws to ice the game. Fulk
was the only other Scot in double dig--
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Women's basketball falls to

4--8

Sweeney, Nick Holt and Andrew Vogel pick the biggest college and pro games o
khe week. Feel free to contact them at voicesportswooster.edu.
This Year's Winner

Chris

Senior Sports Writer
The women's basketball team went
into the winter break with a 3- -4 overall
record, a very adequate mark given that
the team is so young. While the team

V.J xz

got some rest over the break the its
schedule has been tougher since the
beginning of the new year, and it has
lost four of its last five games.
The team ended the first semester
with a 0 win over Ursuline College,
fell in all three of their recent conference bouts, giving them a current
record of 8 overall, and -3 NCAC.
While the team held their own against
Kalamazoo on Dec. 30 (winning
2
in double overtime), they struggled
),
Ohio
greatly against Denison

'
--

Andrew S08-U- 8
Nick 204-12-3'
Chris
6

f

(62-49-

season for the Scots. As their season
ramps up this month, the schedule will

,

,

'10 continues her run as the
top point scorer in the NCAC ( 1 8 points
per game), and teammates Kaitlin
Krister '10 and Meredith Wilson '09 are
close behind with phenomenal individual performances. In addition, Taylor
Keegan '11 has shown herself to be an
offensive force, scoring 17 points
against
Institute of
Technology (In.), just behind Wenz's

.Kym Wenz

Rose-Hulm- an

nts

for Wooster.

Against Kalamazoo, Wooster traded
points back and forth, going all the way
to a second overtime before Keegan
sec-

Against Denison, Krister recorded a
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Capital 69, Ohio Northern 67
The No. 13 ranked Capital
men's basketball
University (11-Ohio Northern
off
the
team
fought
:
V Polar Bears last
University (9-69-6- 7
Ohio
Saturday in a
'.Athletic Conference (OAC) showdown.
'
Down 6,
Ohio Northern
t V"
outscored the Crusaders 21-- 8 to seize
lead. The Polar Bears extenda
5
ed the lead to six (53-4with 8:22 left
in the game. Capital wasn't about to
let the game get away from them,
'
'
1
run capped by a Jake
Kym Wenz '10 leads the NCAC in scoring with 18 points per mounting a
three-ball
to retake the lead
Flemming
game (Photo courtesy OPI).
locked
down on
but
Capital
at 7
double-doub- le
defense
free
and
throws
clutch
hit
(five
and capturing 31
and Wenz brought in 16 Wooster
0
turnovers, a Wooster season high. of. six) to secure the narrow win.
points, though Wooster's defense failed
The Crusaders remain unbeaten in
to stop the Big Red, which ran to a 23-- 7 Krister was the highest scorer, with 15,
early lead, and never let up. On Jan. 9, followed by Wenz with 12 and Wilson OAC play at 0 while Ohio Northern
fell to 2.
with 10.
Wooster visited NCAC favorite Kenyon
Capital came into Wooster last year
Next up is an away game at Hiram on
College, where they came out of the
during the first round of the NCAA
gate very strongly, holding a 29-2-6 lead Jan. 19, and Wooster's last
matchup against Bluffton on the Div. Ill tournament. They lost to
at the half. However, Kenyon responded
Centre College (currently No. 20 in
Jan. 23.
in the second half by outscoring
---

only get tougher and more exhausting.
However, hope for the team exists.
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Men's Basketball Briefs

A fa.,

i

(82-56-

).
and Kenyon
With a young team and a tough
has not been a dream
schedule, 2007-0- 8

launched a three-pointwith six
onds left, giving Wooster the win.
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andrewvogel

square and have never tested positive for steroids."
Last Week
Season Standings

1-
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1 won fair and

73-6-

(61-4-

--

(1-- 3)

Johann Weber

4--

Ji

Bryan Wickliffe '11 has established himself as a starter for the
Scots. He is averaging 11.9 ppg (Photo courtesy OPI)..

87-7-

6)

Wesleyan

l

1-

-4

58-5-

36-2-

6--

5--

non-confere-

nce

D3hoops.com at 12-Ohio Northern defeated Wooster in
the first round of last year's Moose
HoleKiwanis Tournament
The Polar Bears went on to win the
tournament.
1)

69-5- 5.

91-8- 4.

UW - Stevens Point
Platteville 67

70, UW

--

Also on Saturday, the No. 1 ranked
needed heroPoint (1
ics from Bryan Beamish, who hit a
three-ba- ll
with three seconds left in
the game to give the Pointers a much-needvictory over Wisconsin
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
(10-4- ).
(WIAC) rival
The win keeps the Pointers above
.500 in conference play at 2 in the
always-toug- h
WIAC. The Pioneers
droDS to 2 in the WIAC and
remained in the "others receiving
votes" category in the latest
Dshoops.com poll.
1
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1- -3)

ed

UW-Plattevi-
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Briefs By Chris Sweeney

2007-20SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual
08

A group

assault. For assistance contact:

t

Nancy Anderson

MaryBader
Heather Fitz Gibbon

00

n

o

CO

n

C5

oo

n

Pam Frese
Shirley Huston-Findle- y

Wishart 118
The Lilly House
Westminster Church

DiannaRhyan
Carroll Meyer

ON

Longbrake
KaukeOOS
Kauke007
Kauke 014

'

'

Ext. 2038
Ext 2357
Ext. 8371
Ext. 2256
Ext. 2543
Ext. 2301
Ext 2208

T

Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 2319 or the Campus Chaplain at Ext. 2602.
To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 911 (emergencies) or (330)
or Campus Security at Ext. 2590.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicles.
264-333- 3,

1

